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Abstract. 2014 A tight binding model on the general 1D quasiperiodic chain is studied in the framework of perturbation theory, near the corresponding periodic chain, using a new set of coordinates. The main gaps are well described, whereas the very small ones are correctly given, only for a very small perturbation. For a given irrational number, the energies where the gaps appear in the periodic chain spectrum, are exactly derived. Moreover, a labelling for these gaps which orders them according to their decreasing width is naturally introduced, and an approached integrated density of states is explicitely written. As an application of this perturbative derivation, we give the first order expansion of 03B4 the exponant which describes the vanishing of the total band width B of an approximant, when its size increases : B ~ 1/n03B4. The In this section we are interested in the derivation of Ei (p, k ) for A # 0 and p :0 1. We first give Ei (p, À ) to the first order in (1 -p ) and À, before studying the validity of the method.
We first recall the classical result at À = 0 and p = 1 : * k = 0 : we obtain the ne-polygonal chain. JC, is then a cyclic matrix whose eigenvalues are Ej = 2 cos (2 j'7TPt/nt), which are degenerate of order 2 (except for j = 0 and j = ne/2, if nt is even), whose eigenvectors at site m read : Ij,:t &#x3E; m = e:t2iTrmj/nt/ fit. * k = '7T: the energy levels are given by El = 2 cos (2 '7T (jPt + 1/2 )/nt) and have the opposite sign of the preceding ones for ne odd.
So, in the following, in order to have compact formulae, we take ne odd. If a is irrational, when ne goes to infinity, we expect the result for ne and ne + 1 to be the same. In the case a E Q with small p and q, and p + q even, we cannot make that assumption. Anyway, the calculations which follows can be done with ne even, by studying separately the cases k = 0 and k = '7T. Before studying the perturbed chain, we show in figure 3 the band structure for the periodic linear chain, which is obtained by folding ne times the well known graph of the dispersion relation, namely E (k ) = 2 cos k. Now, we study the case 0 « 1 k 1 « 1 and 1 -pu 1 « 1. We use the perturbation method for degenerated states. In the eigenspace associated to Ej, straightforward calculations give for k = 0. For ê = :i:: 1. Now, for each energy (except for E = ± 2), we have to diagonalize a 2 x 2 matrix. We find the following eigenenergies which gives the bands edges.
while the spectrum edges are given by which are given by the average of the potential. We want now to discuss the validity of our treatment. It is known that a perturbative approach is correct provided the typical spacing between non perturbed levels is large enough compared to the matrix elements of the perturbative potential. Here, this condition reads : So, we expect that for an approximantptlqf of a with pe + qp _ 1 À 1 + Í 2 1 -p 1 the opening gaps will be correctly described by (10)-(10'). In particular, if a = p/q is a rational number, the calculation is correct provided .1 and p verify (11) with ne = p + q. Now we assume a being an irrational number. Then, to recover the exact quasicrystal, f and nt must go to infinity, so that for fixed p and .1, the condition (11) is never verified. So at first sight, our derivation cannot apply to the casez Q. In fact, we shall see that for large ne, the main gaps which have already appeared for small np, do not change any more. (The only change is that in formulae (10)-(10') pp/ne must be replaced by a _ ) -
So if 1+a
a is an irrational number, if p/q is a best approximant of a, and if 1 À 1 + 11 -p 1 : 'TT 2/ (p + q), then, the p + q main gaps are given by formulae (10)-(10').
From now, we differenciate f used in formulae (10)-(10') and f', which is the index of the linear chain under study. Our result is that when i' goes to infinity, the properties of the spectrum are correctly given by (10)-(10'), with e a finite number (at least the ne first gaps). Moreover, since main gaps are already obtained for small approximants, for which the corresponding linear chain have quite spaced energy levels, we expect them to be well described by our treatment even for 1 -p 1 + 1 À 1 quite large. To figure 4 , we show the main gaps and their labels, for a Fibonacci chain with À = 0 and p = 0.9. Now, we focus on the density of states (DOS) or more precisely, the integrated DOS. Between two gaps labelled by j and j', there are exactly the same number of states, whatever p and À are, since it can be shown [6] that the bands never overlap. Thus, in the integrated DOS, the height of the plateau corresponding to the j-th gap does not depend on p and À. Let us define the DOS n (E ), and g (E ), the integrated DOS, normalized in such a way that we have Then, we call Gf (p, À ) the center of the j-th gap. With our definitions, we have naturally Gf (1, 0) = Gf, which has been previously defined. Thus, for any given p and À, we can write Fig. 4 . -The labelling of the main gaps for a Fibonacci chain of 987 atoms, compared to the 21 main gaps predicted by (17) (17'), for p = 0.9, À = 0. The fifth gap is quite small because of the sine term in (17). In figure 5 , we show the integrated DOS for two different quasiperiodic chain related respectively, to a = J5 2 -1 and a = à -1. The agreement between the numerically 2 calculated IDOS, and our result (17)-(17') and (17"), is very satisfactory. The height of the plateaux are exactly given for any value of p (we took À = 0), while their width is correct only for the first gaps, whose label j verifies (11). We note that Belissard, and Kalugin et al. [7] , found similar results for the height of the plateaux, invoking more complicated tools.
We want now to specify the conditions for which this formula apply when a E Q, that is for finite approximant. If we come back to equations (10)-(10') and (13) for a = p/q, we see that in formulae (17)-(17') we only have to take 1 _ j _ (p + q ) -1 = n -1. Even if formulae (17)-(17') only hold for p and q infinite, we show that even for small p and q they are quite correct. The main discrepancy between both formulae is for j = 1 (we recall that formulae (10), (11), (13) are correct for n odd, whereas (17) and (17') hold for any n). Then, for j = 1 we find a relative discrepancy for the bands edges of the order ir/6 n. Thus, already for quite small n our result (17)-(17') is correct. The width of the gap is badly approximated for n = 2 (411-pl/'TT instead of 3211 -p 1 ), better given for n = 3 and good for n . (7), for Pt = 6 qe = 95 and 0 = 6/101, and show in table I, the 5 main gaps for p = 0.9. They are well described and verify the announced property.
6. The measure of the spectrum.
In the preceding section, we have shown that near p = 1 and À = 0, the spectrum of a linear quasiperiodic chain has an infinity of gaps which appear at Gr = ± 2 cos ('TT j 8). Since 
